Project Description Form

Interior Design Portfolio Review – School of Family Consumer Sciences
Texas State University – San Marcos

Portfolio ID Number: ________ - __________ - __________
(This is the 8-digit number reference in the subject line of the e-mail confirmation you get after you complete the online Portfolio Application Form (e.g. #03-460-562)

Directions:
Complete and attach a copy of this form to the back (or other logical place) of each piece of work/project you submit to the portfolio review. You should submit no more than 6 pieces of work/projects for review. Only one (1) 3D model may be submitted. Please understand that university officials (including ID faculty) are not responsible for lost or damaged work during the portfolio review process.

Project Description:
Please provide a BRIEF, LEGIBLE, PRINTED description of the project objectives or intent in the space provides below to help faculty who are not familiar with your project understand your submission and assignments parameters. You may also use this space to clarify or explain which skills you feel this work best exemplifies, but know that faculty will review your entire body of work to assess skill development relative to the stated portfolio review criteria. This statement should be concise and consist of no more than 6 sentences.
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